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	This book describes several techniques to address variation-related design challenges for analog blocks in mixed-signal systems-on-chip. The methods presented are results from recent research works involving receiver front-end circuits, baseband filter linearization, and data conversion. These circuit-level techniques are described, with their relationships to emerging system-level calibration approaches, to tune the performances of analog circuits with digital assistance or control. Coverage also includes a strategy to utilize on-chip temperature sensors to measure the signal power and linearity characteristics of analog/RF circuits, as demonstrated by test chip measurements.    Describes a variety of variation-tolerant analog circuit design examples, including from RF front-ends, high-performance ADCs and baseband filters;Includes built-in testing techniques, linked to current industrial trends;Balances digitally-assisted performance tuning with analog performance tuning and mismatch reduction approaches;Describes theoretical concepts as well as experimental results for test chips designed with variation-aware techniques.
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Malliavin Calculus for Lévy Processes with Applications to Finance (Universitext)Springer, 2008
There are already several excellent books on Malliavin calculus. However, most of them deal only with the theory of Malliavin calculus for Brownian motion, with [35] as an honorable exception. Moreover, most of them discuss only the application to regularity results for solutions of SDEs, as this was the original motivation when Paul Malliavin...
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Developing Microsoft ASP.NET Server Controls and ComponentsMicrosoft Press, 2002
The complete guide to developing professional, reusable ASP.NET  server controls and components—direct from the insiders who developed the  technology.

Web Forms—the page and control framework at the heart of  ASP.NET—makes it easier to develop dynamic Web applications. But you can go...
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Inatant Android Fragmentation Management How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	A complete hands-on guide to solving the biggest problem facing Android application developers today


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn how to write apps that work on any Android version.
	
		Ready to use...
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Logic Pro 8 Power (Book)Course Technology PTR, 2008
“Logic Pro 8 Power!” provides a complete introduction and reference for Logic Pro in a volume less than a third the size of the Logic Pro 8 manual. It doesn’t attempt to cover everything, but it makes sure to cover the things that you are likely to run into while using Logic to make music, through simple, thorough, and complete...
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e-Riches 2.0: Next-Generation Marketing Strategies for Making Millions OnlineAMACOM, 2009
Whether you're operating an online business or are looking to expand the Internet presence of your brick-and-mortar company, you'll need surefire marketing techniques if you want to keep your customer base growing and make the kind of money you deserve. This title is featuring inspiring and instructive success stories, as well as easy-to-implement,...
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Advanced Concrete Technology 4: Testing & QualityButterworth-Heinemann, 2003

	Based on the Institute of Concrete Technology's Advanced Concrete Technology Course, these four volumes are a comprehensive educational and reference resource for the concrete materials technologist. An expert international team of authors from research, academia and industry has been brought together to produce this unique series. Each...
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